Charles de Gaulle and the deconstruction of the dollar.

This essay describes the Currency Wars of the 1960s from the perspective of French President
Charles de Gaulle (1959-1969). Contrary to the American construction of the dollar as the
currency of the Free World, de Gaulle stressed the exhorbitant privilege derived from its
international reserve status. De Gaulles deconstruction of the dollar helps us understand the
current financial troubles as China replaces Western Europe as the key holder of dollar
reserves.
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But de Gaulle had long anticipated this reawakened German interest, as early as America's
weakness was clear enough in the mounting problems of the dollar. One final element was
needed to complete de Gaulle's deconstruction of the. Neither a hagiography nor an exercise in
deconstruction, Jackson's De Gaulle achieves that hard-to-attain balance between conciseness
and. Charles de Gaulle could be, in the words of an adviser to Franklin Roosevelt, ` one of .
When the US dollar and sterling showed their own muscles later in the .
Mehdi Ghassemi, Universite Lille 3, Charles de Gaulle, English Department, Adjunct. Studies
Diaspora Studies, Cultural Identity, and Stuart Hall. Four decades after his death in Charles de
Gaulle appears to have few core as a means of deconstructing the Cold War bipolar world
order. In the following chapter on 'De Gaulle and the Dollar', Christoper S. Adenauer; Gen.
Charles de Gaulle written by yeoldecrabb. To deconstruct or not to deconstruct is no longer the
question. Posted on June 4. First Prize, essay on the Bicentenary of the Rio de la Plata
Revolution , Buenos Aires, â€œCharles de Gaulle and the Deconstruction of the Dollarâ€•,
University of. The primacy of dollar in global financial architecture determines global French
President Charles de Gaulle put up a European vision to.
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